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Bill Sims, Board Chair and Rob Adams, CEO
Welcome to Durham Mental Health Services’ (DMHS’) 2018-2019 Annual Report. At DMHS, our work is guided by two fundamental goals—providing excellent client care and establishing a positive work environment. You will find examples of our commitment to both goals in these pages. We are proud of what we
have accomplished this past year, in partnership with many local health and human services.
Our commitment to excellent client care saw DMHS establish a strong presence in West Durham through
our new Pickering office and through new partnerships with key community supports. The Central East Local Health Integration Network’s Durham West Sub-Committee identified a huge need for services in West
Durham. DMHS creatively filled this service gap, with no additional funding, in part by establishing strong
on-site links with local health supports including primary care clinics, the Welcome Centre Ajax and Pickering, and YWCA Employment Supports. These partnerships are consistent with the vision of Ontario Bill 74,
which is bringing major changes to how health services are offered and organized provincially.
Other highlights of excellent client care include the establishment of a new Homelessness Outreach initiative. Staffed by three full-time case managers, this program has shown immediate results in housing twenty
-four individuals with high acuity needs—such as mental health and addiction issues, a history of trauma,
and lack of connection to services,. Many of the clients supported by this program previously relied on hospital services, and are now fully and effectively supported in the community.
Our work with Durham Region’s most vulnerable individuals also led to the completion of the second annual Point-In-Time (PIT) Count, a partnership with Community Development Council of Durham, the Region
of Durham and Cornerstone Community Association,
along with other services and volunteers. The information gathered through the PIT Count provides a
snapshot of the extent of local homelessness and
guides efforts to serve this high-needs population.
We thank our clients for sharing the stories you will find
in this report, each of which demonstrates how our
programs work together to provide seamless and integrated wraparound support. These provide just a few
examples of the amazing work accomplished by staff
throughout our organization in the service of individuals and families in need. As you read through this Annual Report, you help us recognize and celebrate this
vital work.
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Dr. Steven Fishman

Kevin Thrasher

Peer Support Program
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Recovery is about walking with
purpose and mindfulness
along a path that leads me to
greater wellbeing with each step
I take. I may stumble sometimes , but I always get back up
and see that I have still moved

-

forward on this path of life.
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Music, whether listening or
performing, is my medication
for lifting my mood at any
time.
In essence :

DMHS Music Club Member)
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Our strength as an agency comes from you our staff, who provide
support in so many different and varied locations in the
community. You all play a role in creating a vibrant, innovative and
dedicated community within our agency.
Thank you.
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Hope is Essential
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